Written in 1910
Summary by Coach Donna Stott

Notes
before
your
first
read:

There are a lot of old examples and old language that you
must agree to just “get past” to get the good, timeless
messages that are meaningful today. As an example, early
in the book, the author Wallace Wattles talks about Yes, it
might be too late to make a lot of money in railroad, but
look at aviation! That’s something you could get involved
in now (in the very early 1900’s) and do well in.
The book also has some religious leanings though they are
basic… there is a higher wiser power and you don’t have to
question that. Whether you believe that or not, the belief of
it helps in this work.
Finally, this is written from an assumption the reader is
male. Remember in 1910 women could not even vote.

Just agree to get past those things and read it.

Being rich is, according to Wallace,
“the noblest of desires… because of the
opportunities for development it gives
you. Success comes from making use
of things in your environment but you
need money to access these things.” He
believes that everyone deserves the
right to reach their potential and that
this can only be achieved when “one is
in full possession of wealth.”

• Strong healthy bodies and minds that are
continually learning… combined with a sincere
desire to bring more “value” to others than we take in cash
are the basic building blocks. When we improve the life of
others, and they are fully aware of that, we become rich.

• Similar people with similar backgrounds doing
the same businesses can have completely different
results. Doing things in a certain way causes you to
become rich. There is a science to it. That certain way has to
do with having a desire, holding a vision, bringing value,
having faith, and sharing with others, so they can do it too.
• We all SHOULD become rich. It’s what we are here
for - “larger life-seeking fulfillment.” To be the best we can
be and serve in the best way we can to the most
people. Wattles says “the purpose of nature is the
advancement and enfoldment of life.” It’s natural to be
rich. Humankind naturally wants to “increase life."

because “Your Thoughts become Things.”
ü Your DESIRE to become rich must be ü Let nothing get between you and your
crystal clear.
vision.
ü You must SEE yourself succeeding. ü Vision it because of your desire for it
and have faith it will come about as
ü Think about it all the time.
you take the steps to get there.
ü Expect it.
ü Follow it like a compass needle
I have a weight watchers hashtag I
follows the North Pole.

use… #neverquit

ü Vision is done with thoughts.
ü Actions are how we take the thoughts into reality
bringing us closer to achieving the vision.
ü We can actually turn things into value with thoughts.
As an example, Pen and Paper have little value… Yet a book written with
them can change the world. That comes from “thinking stuff.”
Not “thinking about stuff.” Wallace writes about “a thinking stuff” as an
actual substance. Or more specifically how thoughts move into a formless
substance to become some “thing” from the thinking we do.

Visible supply is nearly limitless
and
the
invisible
REALLY
limitless. No need of competition.
Want for others what you want for
yourself. Be a creator of something
that brings extraordinary value. Be
creative, not competitive. Getting
rich is about what you do & how
you do it, not how hard you do it.
Hear a little clarity, focus, ease
and grace in here?

• Be grateful all the
time as this will
strengthen your
faith and renew
your purpose. To
the opportunities
we have. Do not
brag about your
successes
excessively but
share them with
others you can
help.

• Surround yourself with greatness.

The Best people, buildings (and houses),
art, books, Coaches J - If others believe they will
grow being with me, they will be with me. If they
don’t, they won’t. STUDY successful people.
Learn what they know.

Who have you shadowed this year?
Who has shadowed you?

• Banish doubt or disbelief.
----Be positive.
Think about happiness, wealth, health, peace, love.
Not sadness, poverty, sickness, war, hate.
Be a solver of problems.
Don’t have capital? Get it.
Don’t have great people around you? Get them.
Don’t have abilities? Learn them.
Chose one you can’t learn? Change it.

This is a no excuses book!

• Abilities

are tools that must be used in the
proper and certain way to become
rich. If you don’t have a natural
ability, learn it. It’s harder, but
you can do it. Doing what you are
naturally good at is simply easier.

Which is why we look at your past success and FIRST work on
duplicating that to the MAX before adding more you don’t know.

The past is gone. The future is never here. We
can only act from where we are now, with the
people with me now and with things in my
reach now. Hold faith for the future and your
vision, but ACT in the now. I love that song
that goes: Do all you can, with what you
have, in the time that you have, in the place
that you are, do all you can.
YouTube Link to the song:
https://youtu.be/eJtQCNG5gIQ?t=18s

• Only successful days will help you achieve
your desires and bring your visions to
reality. The book says don’t OVER work but
do something every day toward your vision.
• Do the FEW effective things and do them
efficiently. (Notice a FEW things.)
Put all your power into every action.

• If doubt arises, step back and refine your
vision, faith and actions. Never hurry because
that is the mentality of a competitor, not a
creator. Get creative and re-commit. Continue
to have an advancing mind. A will to move
forward with a purpose. A creative mind
accesses the super-conscious mind. Are we,
frequently enough, thinking about our vision
as fulfilled?

Dream or Vision boards
can help in this. Writing a
letter to yourself and
having us mail it to you 4X
a year can help too.
Did you do one this year?

• Failure
Does Not
Exist
Learning
Experiences
Do

• They are proof of a need to refine
our visions or increase our faith
do. Never failure. Live in
gratitude for EVERY experience
as one to move you forward or
one to learn from so your next
action is better to get you
fulfillment of your vision.

Get rich and show others how to do it too. Eliminate the thought of
competition. If someone else wins too, good for them! WW says the poor
don’t need charity, they need inspiration! Think of the poor as people about
to get rich! Show them how and congratulate them on their abilities.
Paraphrasing Marianne Williamson - We are powerful beyond measure. It’s
our light that scares us…. yet we have an obligation to embrace and use our
power…. And in doing so we allow others to see that light and believe they
can too. Want for others what you want for yourself.
Inspiration actually causes a RISE from misery!

Do Not
“Cast
About”
Seeking
Some
“New
Thing.”

• It’s probable that the thing you’ve been
doing is the thing that will make you rich,
when you begin doing that thing in a new
way.
• You are the only one in charge of your
success. It’s not enough to have a general
yearning for wealth and success. KNOW
what you want and how you will get. See
it. Plan it. Calendar the actions and take
them each day. Be a sailor with a
destination. Face the wind and the
waves and the storms. Keep
moving forward until you arrive.
• Use your willpower on yourself.

Summary - To Get Rich:
ü Understand that resources are limitless and are available to you.
ü Having a clear vision is key. A destination to desire to reach for. A thing to think
on creatively.
ü Find a way to bring great value to others and do that positively until you become
rich.
ü Act on your desires, never losing sight of your vision & desire. Action causes you
to receive those desires.
ü Develop the necessary skills along the way, learning as you go. If you don’t have
natural abilities, learn them.

The Riches You
Obtain Will Be
In Direct
Proportion To
The Definiteness Of Your Vision,
The Fixity Of Your Purpose,
The Steadiness Of Your Faith,
And The Depth Of Your Gratitude.

Are You
Willing To
Give Those
All You’ve
Got?

